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ABSTRACT 

A proposal is made for extending to processes 
Involving baryons the ordered Hllbert space approach 
to the topological expansion. The proposal is based 
on a topological classification scheme for baryonic 
processes that is similar to one used previously 
for the lowest-order'contributions, but is in terms of 

the minimum number of reggeon dosed loops instead of 
handles. 
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1. Introduction 

To perform reliable calculations In strong-Interaction 

physics one needs an approximation scheme In which the lowest order 

tern i s already a fairly good approximation, and the higher-order 

corrections fa l l off rapidly. The main Idea for such a scheme has 

been set forth by Veneaiano under the t i t l e "topological expansion.1' 

Veneziano's Idea i s that contributions to scattering amplitudes 

should be represented graphically, and that these graphs should be 

grouped in accordance' with their genus, which Is the number of 

handles on the surface of fewest handles upon which the graph osn 
2 

be imbedded in a locally planar fashion. Various arguments have 

been given for expecting the suppression of graphs of higher -

genus, and calculations based on this expectation sees to work 

reasonably well.' 

The lowest-order term In the topological expansion had 

originally been conceived to be an appropriate dual amplitude. 

However, no dual amplitude has been found that is both mathematically 

and physically acceptable. Venrelano's recent works* have focused 

rather on the possibility that quantum chrondynamleE might provide 

a framework for unifying various lines of development in strong 

interaction physics. The expansions he considers In thlB connection 

are not strictly topological, but are expansions in the Inverses of 

the numbers of flavors and colors In various combinations. 

Other workers have been calculating characteristics of 

Hegge parameters based on a combination of 5-matrlx ideas ana 

topological considerations. These efforts have pointed to the need 
DISTRIBUTION 0 £ IHIS OQOlMEIviI IS UNLIMITED?^ 
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for a formulation of the topological expansion that does not 

rely either on the existence of an acceptable dual-model starting 

point, or upon the solubility of quantum ehroaodynaiaios. 

Recently Cher, Luoht, and Veissmnn have proposed an 

approach to the topological expansion based on the concept of an 

ordered S-natrlx. Their proposal, which deals specifically with the 

neson sector. Is based on the introduction of a new Hllbert space in 

which tue particles are linearly ordered. That Is, each state 

of a basic orthononnal set of states Is labelled by an ordered 

sequence of partiole labels: 

l*> • IPx'VV PJ.UJIV . . . . Put"M.tu> • 

Here the set (p^,p^,t^) epeoifies the momentum-energy, the spin 

component, and the partiole-tTpe of the 1 particle In the 

state ̂  !*„]!>• Ordinarily the state l*_^ obtained by Inter

changing (p^. Mjjtj) with ( P J ^ J ' ^ I ) *s equal to the original 

state up to a possible phase. But In the- ordered Hllbert 

spaoe this change of ordering yields a now state that la orthogonal 

to the original one unless (Pj.M .̂t^) • (Pi<U,,t,). 

This new Hllbert spaoe is not the usual one. But Chew, 

lucht, and Velssnann consider the possibility of constructing In 

this new Hllbe-t spaoe a unitary S-natrlx that satisfies the usual 

S-oatrlx analyticlty requirement that i t have only those singu

larities demanded by unltarlty. One can then follow through 

the usual S-matrix arguments that lead to duster decomposition. 
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crossing) and singularity structure. The ordering of the particles 
of the basic vectors of the Hllbert space Induces a cyclic ordering 
of the particles associated with each scattering function, that Is, 
each scattering function (whioh Is the analytic function corresponding 
to the connected part of the S-natrlx) la specified by giving both 
a set of particles and a specific cyclic ordering of these particles. 
These amplitudes are called ring amplitudes, and they are represented 
graphically by a circle or ring drawn on a plane with the particle 
lines attached in the specified cyclic order (See Fig. I). The 
singularities possessed by a given ring amplitude include only those 
singularities that correspond to Landau diagrams that can be drawn 
as planar diagrams Inserted Into the ring diagram. A typical Landau 
diagram corresponding to the ring diagram of Fig. 1 la shown In Fig. 2. 

The ring amplitude le analogous to the orlered planar 
contribution In Venesiano's topological expansion. But here It 
la considered to be defined by the unltarlty and analytlolty proper
ties stemming from the ordeied Hllbert space. Thus the pole-
factorization property entailed by unltarlty and by the general 
analytioity assumption (maoroeausallty) aust hold. And there aust 
be complete consistency between the Internal poles of the ordered 
amplitude and the particles that define the ordered Hllbert 
space. Thus the ring amplitudes, which are the fundamental eva
ding blocks of the theory, are defined neither few ana* Jet-to-be .. J. ,^> 
discovered dual model, nor by the Infinite sua of planar contri
butions to some field theoretic model, but rather as the assumed,̂ ' 
sell-consistent solution of the ordered fl-matrisc equations.^ 
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Theae, equations are much simpler than the full S-mstrix equations 
because the analytic structure is much simpler: the only singulari
ties of a ring function are those corresponding to a pariloular set 
of planar landau diagrams. 

With the ring amplitudes considered as given one can proceed 
with tile construction of the physical amplitudes. The first step 
is to define a "planar amplitude" corresponding to each given set 
of particles. This planar aoplitude i s defined to be the sua of the 
ring amplitude* orer all of the different cyclic orderlngs of the 
given set of particles. 1MB planar aoplitude is considered to be 
the first approxlBBtioa to the physical scattering amplitude. 

lhe different orders of approximation are defined by means 
of a topological classification aeheae. Zach planar amplitude 
Is, as Just stated, a sua of ring amplitudes. Thus in a. unitsrlty 
product of planar amplitudes one will encounter various products of 
tao ring amplitudes. And in higher order calculations one will 
encounter similar unitarity-type products of many ring amplitudes. 
A typical product involving four ring amplitudes is Indicated dia-
grannatlcally in rig. 3. An equivalent, but more compact represen
tation is shown in Fig. i. 

One must now determine the genus of a graph such as the one 
of Tfig. 4. The theory of the ndninal imbedding of a graph on a sur> 
face has been given by J. W. T. Youngs. Youngs shows that a 
minimal imbedding ( i . a., an iscsdding cm a surface «lth a minimum 
number of handles ) is necessarily a two-eell imbedding. This 
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neans that if S Is a surface upon which Q le minimally Im
bedded then each component (connected part) of S- G Is topological!? 
equivalent to a disc. That is, each connected part of S minus 
G reaeufcles a connected open portion of a planar surface. 

For any two-cell Imbedding the Euler formula holds. This 
formula 

(1.1) 2h • 2 + E - V - F 

says that trice the number of handles, 2h, is two plus the number 
E of edges of C minus the mother V of vertices of 0 minus 
the number F of faces of S - G. The faces of S - G are the 
components (connected parts) of S - G. 

In graph theory each edge runs between two vertices, and 
hence one should, in principle, place vertices on the ends of the 
external lines. However, one can ignore these external vertices 
in equation (1.1) if one ignores also the external lines. Thus 
we shall consider the graph or Fig. 4 to have V • 4 end E • 6. 

The number of faces F can toe ecnputad toy a slaple pro
cedure. One places a point on one side of a line of 0 and then 
traces a path that steya always next to a line of G, and at 
each vertex noves continuously to a unique adjacent side of a 
unique adjacent line. This unique side of a unique line Is 
determined toy the condition that the path cross no line that is 
attached to the vertex. The path Is traced out In this way until 
i t returns to the original starting point. This path lies near 
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the boundary of a Bingle face. An example Is shorn in Fig. 5. 

{The detours around the external llneB should have been dram 

In Fig, 5, but they ar<- trivial and have been Ignored for ease 

of drawing.) 

, Figure 4 haB, dear ly , only one other face besides the 

one whose boundary la shown in Fig. 5. Ihus F = Z, and the number 

of handles Is | ( 2 + 6 - 4 - 2) = 1 . 

Tiie number of boundaries b in Fig. 4 i s one, because 

only one of the two lines that define the two faces encounters 

external l ines . In general b i s the mistier of "face lines" 

that encounter external l ines. 

Counting the fsceB i s tr ivial for a graph 0 that corres

ponds to a product of ring functions. This i s because the rule 

that defines the topological character of 0 specifies that G 

be Imbedded on the surface S in a way such that the lines coning 

Into each vertex have the cyclic order specified by the ring 

function corresponding to that vertex. In the case normally 

considered in graph theory the cyclic order In which the lines 

should cone into a vertex, when 0 i s Imbedded in S, Is not 

given beforehand. Thus one oust, In principle, try each possible 

combination of cyclic orderlnga at the various vertices, in order 
r l 

to find which one gives, via the procedure shown above, the maximum 
number of faces F, and hence, by formula (1 .1) , the minimum 

i 
number of bandies h. n i l s procedure of trying each combination 
of oyolio,orderlnge of the lines at each vertex la precisely 

Youngs!'algorithm for computing the genus of a graph. But in 
4- J' ^ « 
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our case the ordering corresponding to each vertex Is specified, and 
hence there Is only one set of orderlngs to consider. The calculation 
Is, therefore, trivial. 

in equivalent rule for computing the genus could be stated 
In terms of quark lines, hut tliese lines have not been introduced 
Into the theory at this stage. We see here rather an Indication of 
how quark lines will cone out from purely topological considerations. 

How that the algorithm has been given for computing h and 
b for any product of ring functions, one nay define the topological 
expansion. It is assumed that the scattering funotlon will be 
defined In terns of various discontinuities, and that these 
discontinuities will eventually be represented (foraally at least) 
as products of ring amplitudes. Each of these products has a well-
defined b and h. Thus each tern Is classified. It is then 
assumed that the oonnected scattering function breaks into a sua 
of tents: 

(1.2) S c = Y. <Sc£ • 
b,h 

Since each tern (S 0 % of S 0 la classified in tans of the 
i 

classification of i ts discontinuities one aust oearad that the 
standard discontinuity formulas derived frsa unitarlty, 

(1.3) disc s„ » s; a s; , C C O ft 

i f \ 
' / i <• ' , 

" J 
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Bhould deecnpoBe In accordance with the number of boundaries 
and handles: 

(1.4) ««<a.4 - [«£•<£ . 

The crucial property of the theory, which la what makes the 
ordered Hiltert apace Idea useful, is that if s j is identified with 
the planar amplitude constructed from the ring functions defined by 
the ordered Hllbert space equations, then the lowest-order 
contribution to (1.4), namely 

(l.J) disc P » [p1 • Pa]J 

i s automatically satisfied by virtue of the discontinuity 
formulas satisfied by the ring functions by virtue of their 
unltarity property in the ordered Hllbert space. This property 
is not irradiate because the unitarfty equation (1.3), and the 
consequent equations (1,4) and (1.$), are formulated In the ordinary 
Hilbert apaoe, whereas the unltarity properties of the ring functions 
aro formulated in the ordered Hilbert space. However, the algorithm 
for calculating h and b is such that the planar (h = 0, 
b = 1) part of equation (1.4), is satisfied by virtue of 
the definition of P as a sum of ring amplitudes together with 
the discontinuity formulas for the ring amplitudes that follow 
from the ordered Hllbert space unltarity. 
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The validity of (1.5) is Illustrated for the simplest 
case of a two-particle discontinuity of a two-particle scattering 
function by the diagrams of Figures 6 through 10. as elaborated by 
their captions. 

This very brief description of the work of Chew, Lucht, and 
teissaann is needed to pose the problem considered in this paper. 
That problem is to extend their Ideas to baryons. A proposal 
for doing this is described In the following sections. The problem 
divides into several parts. The first, dealt with In Sections 2 
and 3, Is the problem of generalizing the concept of ring amplitudes 
and of the ordered Hllbert space. The second, dealt with in Seotlon 
4, Is the problem of devising a satisfactory topological classifi
cation scheme. Further points are discussed in the later sections. 
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2. The Ordered Amplitudes 
The ordered amplitudes are assumed to Include those that 

can be represented by surfaces that can be Imbedded on spheres 
(h • 0), that hava the minimum number of boundaries (* « b - b m l n » 0), 
and that have no baryon closed loops {t « 0). These surfaces are 
exactly the ones that correspond to the lowest-order amplitudes in 
the scheme described inrefs. 10 and 11 and the notations are 
the sane as In that paper. 

The surfaces associated with these "planar" or ordered aapll-
tudes have a simple topological structure. If the capping operation10 

la not performed, so that the single surface breaks Into a set of 
disconnected parts, called components, then each of these com
ponents Is topologieally equivalent to a dlso with aesons and baryons 
attached to the boundary In a well-defined cyclic order. A 
typical component Is shown In Fig. 11, and Is drawn In two slightly 
different forms In Figs. 12 and 13. The dotted line Is one of the 
three "inner lines" associated with each baryon. These three Inner 
lines are required to stay together, and the triad, taken together, 
la represented as • dotted line in the baryonlc quark dlagraa. 
This dotted line 1B called a baryon line. 

Bach dotted line of Fig. 11 la one of a triad of inner 
lines. Three eanponents, like the one of Fig. 11, mist cone 
together at each dotted baryon line of a baryonio 
quark diagram. A typical arrsngeaent of components is shown in 

t , * • ; • - - . 

Fig. U . three oomponent sheets cone together at each dotted 
baryon line. 3ut they are not actually Joined along this dotted line. 
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A channel can have a nonzero normal threahold discontinuity If 
the corresponding surface o can be cut Into two disjoint parte each 
of which is connected and contains precisely one of the two sets of 
particles that define the channel. The cut Is to be drawn so that It 
remains outBlde the capping regions, and outs either all three timer 
lines associated with a given baryon line or none of them. Then the 
cut defines a tree graph, with one edge for each component that It 
passes through, and one three-line vertex for each baryon line that 
It passes through. For example, o cut that slices through the surface 
of Fig. 14 In the manner shown In Fig. 15a gives the tree graph 
shown In Fig. 15b. This tree graph shows the shape of the Interface 
of the two parts of a. These Interface tree graphs play an Impor
tant role In what follows. This requirement that the two parts of 
tbe capped surface a be connected entails that the out pass through 
no baryan line more than once. The special etatua given to thia 
class of cuts differentiates the present work from that of Ref. 10. 

1 n < t, 
i J 
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m the foregoing discussion each ordered amplitude was 
represented by a surface. However, there la an equivalent graphical 
presentation. Consider first the simple surface shown In Fig. 16. 
A corresponding graph Is Fig. 17. Another corresponding graph Is 
Fig. IS. The graphB 17 and 18 are equivalent In the aense that they 
are In one-to-one correspondence. One passes from graph 17 to 
graph 18 by removing the dotted lines. One passes from graph 18 
to graph 17 by the rule: If a pair of vertices Is joined by two 
solid lines, then Join then also by a dotted line. 

Figure 19 Is a typical allowed diagram. One should visualize 
three separate sheets coming together at each dotted line. Using 
these dotted lines one can draw the Interface tree graph correspond
ing to any cutting of the surface Into two disjoint parts. These 
dotted lines are therefore important. However, they can be 
reconstructed from the solid lines alone. The rule 1B this: 
if two vertices are Joined either by a pair of solid lines 
or by a pair of lines each of which is either a solid line or a 
solid line with one or more dotted internal segments then Join these 
two vertices by a dotted line. Repeat this operation until no more 
dotted lines are added. 

Every graph that corresponds to a planar or ordered ampli
tude can be constructed by the following procedure: start with a 
circle (which Is what one has In the meson sector) and replace some 
solid segment by a set of three lines in the maimer shown In Fig. 20. 
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Apply thlB procedure repeatedly. One can choose to leave out the 
dotted lines, since they can be reconstructed later from the solid 
lines when needed. 

The graphs generated In this way, without the dotted lines 
are called necklace graphs. The Idea that the ordered amplitudes for 
baryons should correspond to quark diagram that are necklace 
graphs was arrived at by Hnkelsteln and telssnann via arguments 
quite different from those used In the present work. The 
presentation of the theory In terms of necklace graphs Instead of 
surfaces Is dlagramatlcally simpler and will be done wherever 
feasible. A principal advantage of the presentation In terns of 
necklace graphs Is that these graphs oan (and always will) be drawn 
as planar graphs. The necklace graphs with added dotted lines 
connecting palrB of baryon vertices also can (and always will) be 
drawn as planar graphs. 
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3. The Ordered Hllbert Space 
The states of the ordered Kllbert space will be called the 

ordered states. The bracket product ^if? |<ij ^ of two 
ordered states mist be a well-defined ordered amplitude. Thus 
the ordered In and out states should be represented by the two halves 
of the diagram representing the ordered amplitudes. 

If the surface representing an ordered amplitude is cut 
into two connected parts then, as nmtloned in the preceding 
sectioni the interface is a tree graph, Each half of the surface is 
conveniently represented by a graph obtained by Joining the interface 
tree graph to the graph fomed froa the solid (quark) lines that 
bound- the half surface. Thus we write 

(3.1) ty) - iFjOi) . 

where F, represents the interface tree graph and 0. represents 
the graph consisting of the quark lines that bound the half surface. 
The product graph FJOJ (where the lines are Joined in the natural 
fashion defined by original cutting) is a necklace graph. 

Interface graphs that are topological^ equivalent are 
considered identical. Thus the two graphs of Fig, 21 are identical. 
More generally, Interface tree graphs are considered identical if 
with some numbering of lines and vertices they hove the same inci
dence matrix. 
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Then the complete set of states |F.O. ^ is constructed by taking 
the complete set of possible Interface graphs F , and connecting 
each one to all possible graphs Oj such that the product F,0, 
Is a necklace graph. This graph can be drawn on a plane with the 
F. part standing to the left of the G, part. 

Eie bra vector \ F.O 0" | corresponding to a ket vector 
|F.G°^> IS represented by the mirror Image of F.G.. This mirror 
image graph Is denoted by G,F,, where F, Is the mirror image of 
F.- and G. la the mirror Image of 0,. Under this mirror Imaging 
each line of a graph Is taken to its mirror image, but the directions 
of the quark lines (In analogy to spin) are not ravened. The 
product ( F . Q , IFJOJ"^ is aero unless F - F,, in which 
case it is the amplitude represented by the graph. 0,0.. 

One can visualize F.G.;,, attached to a right hemisphere, 
with F. on the flat circular part and Oj on the hemtapberleal 
part, and O.F. similarly attached to the left hemisphere. Then 
the two graph F. and F. can be considered to cancel, leaving 
the graph G.G. on the outer (spherical) surface. This graph 
6,0, will be a necklace graph. 

Some examples of these constraotiomwlll now be described. 
Figure 22 shows a typical ordered amplitude graph. It can be separated 
into two connected parts by the closed circle drawn as a dotted line 
in Fig. 22. This separation of the ordered amplitude graph Into 
two connected parts by means of a closed circle is the graphical 
equivalent of cutting the corresponding surface Into two connected 
parts. * 
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Hgure 23 shows the same graph with the dotted lines 

added, and with the cut through the surface shown. The associated 

Interface tree graph Is shorn In Fig. 24. Ibis graph will be called 

F, . Hie graph fumed fron the solid (quark) lines on the right-hand 

side of the out w i l l be called 0 , . The product F.G. Is 

shown In Fig. 29, with a dotted line added to show the separation 

between F. and G,. The vertices of the Gj part of the graph 

will be indicated with heavy dots, to Indicate connections to 

external particles, whereas the vertices of the F, side wil l not 

be dotted, since they show only a topological connection. The 

necklace graphs F^Oj that characterize states are called state 

graphs. They should be distinguished from the amplitude graphs 

that characterised the amplitudes. Every vertex of an amplitude 

graph has a heavy dot. 

The left-band-slde of Fig. 22 yields a state graph Oy F k 

which la shown In Fig. 26. The Interface graph t. Is the same as 

Fj. Placing the graphs 25 and 26 on right and lef t hemispheres 

one sees that the graphs F k and F. cancel In tbe sense that they 

have Identical structures, but tbe arrows run In opposite directions. 

The amplitude ^FjOj"*! FjOj" ) corresponds to the graph 

G.Oj obtained by Joining the graph of Fig. 25 to I ts mirror Image. 

The amplitude / F . O ^ l F . O r 1 ) corresponds to the graph G.G. 

obtained by Joining the graph of Fig. 26 to i t s mirror Image. 
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It Is an Immediate consequence of these rules that two states 
can couple only if they have the sane Interface graph P.. In order 
to preserve, for ordered amplitudes, the notion of pole dominance, 
which is the essential Ides of duality, one must have particles 
corresponding to each interface graph F,. These particles should 
be represented by vertices with heavy dotB. 

But so far all vertices connect either two lines (meson 
vertices) or three lines (baryon vertices). However the Interface 
diagram of Fig. 24 connects four lines. Thus four-line vertices 
must be Introduced into the formalism. That la, dots with more than 
three lines must be allowed. However, each of these new dots should 
correspond to an Interface tree graph. Thus all of the above dis
cussion in terms of necklace graphs is preserved If one simply 
considers every heavy dot to have an Internal structure that is an 
Interface tree graph. Each Interface tree graph continues to have 
only three-line vertices, and hence the necklace structure of ordered 
amplitude graphs Is revealed when the interface tree graph associated 
with each heavy dot Is exhibited. 
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4. Topological Classification of Products 

A topological classification of every multiple product 
of ordered amplitudes Is required. A product of two amplitudes 
seans bere a product of the type occurring In a unltarity sua: 
the particles of the two amplitudes are palred-up In soaa specified 
way, and the momentun end spin variables of paired particles 
are equated, and earned over all physical values. 

If 0, Is one ordered solitude graph end 8, 1B another 
ordered esgflltude graph then a particular product la represented by 
a one-to-one pairing of the sons of the heavy dots of 0, with 
corresponding heavy dots of GU. Suoh a pairing Is lndloated In 

HR. a?, 
The notion of "connecting tubes* is now Introduced. Notice 

that the three particles a, b, and c, are linked together in the 
same way In Qj and 0, eioept that the arrows run In opposite 
directions; 'More precisely one can, by mesne of a circle, cut the 
graph 0, to display a state containing precise]; the three par
ticles a, b, and a, and one oaa do the sane thing for CL, These 
two states are represented by mirror Image graphs, fO and OF. 
In Bueh a situation the two atruetures 0 and 0 can be considered 
to cancel out. In the sense as was described In the preceding section, 
and the two spheres, carrying GL and 0 2 respectively, can be 
considered to be Joined by a tube that carries the uncancelled 
quark lines from one sphere to the other. This construction la 
Indicated In Tig. 28 and Fig. 29. The connections e and f 
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of Fig, 2? cannot be ccabinefl ulth anything else, and heme require 
separate connecting tubes. Thus the topological struoutre associated 
d t h the product Indicated in Fig. 27 Is two spheres connected by 
three tubes. The genus of this surface Is 2. H w s this product le 
classified as y * 2. 

Each tube corresponds to a pair of mirror image states 
IF.GJS and ^ F ^ j . thus each tube is characterized by a unique 
interface graph F^. As the energy fleeing along the tube in
creases more states vith this sane interface graph open up* ?he 
tube can carry any one of these states, and it is considered to 
represent this entire set of states. Thus, the tube can 
be considered to represent a reggeon In the direct channel, this 
reggeon ie characterized by the interface tree graph F, as
sociated «ith the tube, » e reggeon (or tube) ess b* considered 
to be a surface whose cross section is the associated tree graph F.. 
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Consider now an arbitrary product of two ordered amplitudes. 
Each ordered amplitude is represented by a necklace graph that can 
be placed In a locally planar way on a sphere. The unltarity-type 
product of the two amplitudes le represented by making a one-to-one 
correspondence of certain vertices on cce sphere with their nates 
on the other sphere. This correspondence Is represented by 
riggly lines, as in K g . 27. The connecting particles can then be 
grouped Into disjoint sets so that for each such set r the fol
lowing condition holds: A olrele can be drawn on each sphere so that 
(1) each of the two circles divides the ordered amplitude graph 
on its sphere Into two connected parts, (2) on each sphere one of 
the two parts defined by the circle contains precisely the set of 
vertices that Is associated with the given set T of connecting 
particles, and (3) if <S. and G, are the two original ampll-
tude graphs, and 0, and 0- are the parts containing the vertices 
corresponding to the given set T of connecting particles, then 
G, is the mirror litage of 0,. Each such set r of connecting 
particles Is represented by a tube that connects one sphere to the 
other sphere. All possible ways of grouping the connecting 
particles, subject to the above conditions, are considered in order 
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to determine the minimum number of tubes needed to connect the 

two spheres. This minimum nutter Is certainly no larger than the 

number oC connecting particles. The genus of the final surface, 

which consists simply of the two spheres connected by the minimal 

number of connecting tubes t, Is y = t - 1. 

The question arises whether the separation of the connecting 

particles Into the minimum number of sets satisfying the above 

requirements Is unique. The answer Is no. A simple counter example 

Is shown In Figs. 30 and 31. 

The genus r has a simple interpretation: It Is the 

minimum number of reggecm closed loops associated with the surface. 

Each tube represents a direct channel reggeon that Is characterized 

by the Interface tree graph Fj carried by the tube. Two tubes 

are called "adjacent" If (l) on each end the two circles that 

define these two tubes can be enlarged, by Including some Interior seg

ments of lines, Into a single circle that again defines a st&te, 

and (2) the states thus defined at each end' are represented by mirror 

Image graphs FG and GF> In such a case the two adjacent tubes can 

be combined Into a single tube that can be considered to carry from 

one sphere to the other a surface whose cross section is the common 

tree graph F. By combining adjacent tubes one can reduce the 

number of tubes that connect the two spheres. The genus Y Is 

t - 1, where t is the minimum number of connecting tubes, if 

the various connecting tubes are represented as reggeon lines Joined 

together at the spheres, and if the external particles are also 
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placed on tubes corresponding to reggeons then one obtains a reggeon 
graph, and y Is the number of Independent closed loops In this 
reggeon graph. In other words, y Is the Bettl number of any 
minimal, reggeon graph associated with the original surface, where 
a minimal reggeon graph 1 B a reggeon graph with a minimal number of 
Independent closed loops. 

In the general case one has a unitarlty-type product of 
many ordered amplitudes. Each of these ordered amplitudes Is 
represented by a surface. To obtain en unambiguous topological 
classification one Bust use the reggelsed form. Then each particle 
connection between two surfaces becoaes a (reggeon) connecting 
surface that has aa Its oraas section an associated Interface 
tree graph. Eaob external particle la connected to the surface 
associated with a single ordered amplitude. It is also reggeized 
end hence is also represented by a surface whose cross section is a 
tree graph. Each original ordered saplltude Is thus a surface that 
Joins together a set of reggeon lines. Each of these reggeon 
lines is associated with a tree graph, and the various tree graphs 
corresponding to the set of reggeons that are conneotJd by the surface 
corresponding to an ordered aaplltude fit together to form a 
necklace graph. This necklace graph is the reggeon representation 
of the ordered amplitude. The complement in each of these necklace 
graphs of the tree graph representing any one of the Incident 
reggeons must be a conneoted graph. 
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Starting from this original reggeon graph one tries In 

a l l possible ways to reduce the number of closed reggeon loops 

by combining adjacent reggeons, which are reggeons represented by 

adjacent tubes. The minimum number of closed reggeon loops Is Y-

Further discussion i s given later. 

Each reggeon surface Is characterized by the number Y 

described above, and also by the number 6 B b - b ^ - , where 

b i s the number of boundaries and bg. Is a certain minimum 

number of boundaries. 

the number of boundaries b Is confuted in the •aimer 

discussed in the preceding paper. That rule translates Into a staple 

procedure In the graphical presentation used in this paper. 

The advantage of the graphical presentation i s that the planar 

amplitudes can be represented by planar graphs. The planar graph 

corresponding to a planar amplitude i e In ftot unique, apart from 

transformations arising from the fact that the graphs are really 

graphs on a sphere that are merely displayed on a plane. / A staple 

example of three equivalent planar graphs la shewn la Figr 32. In 

general one can s l ip l ines around toe back of the sphere and bring 

them into position on the other side of the planar presentation. 

The planar graphe are drawn on a plane, In a manner'such that 

their lines (both solid and dotted) do not cross. ' This places a 

restriction on the ordering in which the three quark l ines oone ' 

into the baryon and antlbaryon vertices: the oyolio ordering In 

which the quark l ines come into a baryon Vertex'- v i s correlated t o 
J . J . i * • 
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the cyclic order In which the three quark lines leave the antl-
baryon vertex v that la connected to v by a dotted baryon line. 
T U B correlation is illustrated In Fig. 3 3 . 

Because of this correlation the rule for tracing face lines 
given in the piveedlng paper becomes simple in the graphical presen
tation. The original rule was that each quark line that enters a 
baryon vertex v is continued, first along the dotted line to 
v and then along the outgoing quark line that forms part of the 
boundary of file sane surface, where the three surfaces near the 
baryon line are the three surfaces that come together along the 
baryon line. In the graphical presentation this rule becomes the 
staple rule illustrated in Fig. 34. The graphical rule Is that If 
the quark line enters the baryon vertex v next to the dotted 
line then the continuation from v is along the quark line that 
leaves v on the sane side of the dotted line. This rule determines 
ho* two of the three quark lines continue through the dotted line. 
the continuation of the remaining quark line Is thus also deter
mined: if the incoming quark line at v' Is not adjacent to the 
dotted line then Its continuation at 5 is via the outgoing 
quark line that is not adjacent to the other end of the dotted line. 
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5. Formula for Y 

Consider first the meson sector. Then a typical product 
la represented In Fig. 3. The four solid oircleB represent the 
four ordered amplitudes 1 and the wiggly llnea are now the reggeons, 
which can be either external or exchanged. In a pure reggeon diagram 
the solid circles are contracted to points. 

The formula for Y in the pure meBon sector is 

(5.1) Y = 1 * E - V - W , 

where W is the number of simple windows In the pure reggeon 
diagram. A simple window is a planar window: it is a window that 
can be drawn on a plane without crossing itself. 

If one writes 

(5.2) F = b + w 

1 where b Is the number of boundaries and w • W • W la the number 
of windows, then Euler's formula 

(5.3) 2h = 2 * E - V - F 

gives 
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(S.4) 2 h * b - l « 1 + B - V - W - w ' , 

i 
which can be ocmpared to y. Ihe difference V Is the mater of 
nonstable slndoM. 

Formula (5.1) la derlwed by starting with the Betti 
minber 

<5.s> e - i * i - v 

of the original pure reggeon dlagraa. It Is the maober of ln-
tfependent closed loops In the original diagram. Cne tben subtracts 
the nafear V of Bi»ple windows to give 

(5.6) t - 6-1. 

Die Busier W is subtracted off because each slwnle window can 
be contracted out by fusing adjacent reggeon Uses, and coBveraeJy 
each fusion or adjacent leggeon lines elialnatea a eisple window. 

The above derivation applies iarjedlatajjr to the product 
of Just two ordered amplitudes. If a staple window occurs la the 
graph representing any product of two ordered aajilltildes then there 
are two adjacent reggeons In the diagram that ens be fused into 
e single reggeon. Ihls In illustrated In Fig. 36. In that diagram 
the tie eenteT exchanged nggeons e « be placed on a, single tube, 
in accordance with the rules described In section 4, They are 
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thersby fused Into a single raggeoa. On the other hand, If there la 

a pair of adjacent reggeons that oen ha placed on a single tube, and 

hence fused Into one, than they oust be separated by a staple 

window and this window wil l drop oat when these two reggeons 

are fused. Thus y » 8 - W Is the nts&er of independent loops 

that wil l be left when a l l sets of adjacent reggeoBS are fused. 

Figure yt shows a diagram that i s equivalent to the one 

of figure £t with respeet to the nunfcer of boundaries b and the 

nuafeer of handles a. However, y'.."-:Z ,**' Wt. 36, but 1 » 3 

for Fig. yi. Tm usual quark line structures corresponding to Figs. 

36 and 37 are shorn In Pig. 38 and 39, respectlrely. Although 

both structures have D * 1 and h » 1 their structures are very 

different, since l i g . 38 has the handles on the boundary line 

whereas Fig. 39 has the handles <an the window. Thus this 

window cannot he collapsed to a point and remived iron the surf see 

In the familiar way. 

Coopering the fanulaa ., ., 

T • X • B - V - f » 0 - f •. ' . 

and 

» * b - 1 • l + B - V - w » e'-.w.-' '-''i:^':^ 
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cne sees that In the latter the total number of windows in 
subtracted from B whereas In the former It Is only the number of 
simple windows that Is subtracted. 

The rule that defines adjacent reggeons was specified In 
Section 4 only for diagrams that represent products of two 
ordered amplitudes. A coherent generalization of the earlier 
rule oust therefore be supplied. 

In the reggeon diagrams representing products of two 
ordered amplitudes each simple window corresponds to a simple 
window also In the associated quark line diagram. This corres
pondence was illustrated in Figs. 36a and 38. In products of two 
ordered amplitudes each alaple window was removed by fusion of 
adjacent reggeon lines. An analogous treatment of a product of 
four ordered amplitudes Is llluatrated In Fig. 40. And a similar 
treatment of a product of six ordered amplitudes 
Is shown in Fig. 41. These examples suggest tlut the natural 
generalisation of the earlier rules to products of more than two 
ordered amplitudes la to again fuse together the reggeons on the 
periphery of each simple window. Then each simple reggeon window 
becomes replaced by a reggeon atar graph. In the manner indicated 
in Fig. 42. This rule entails that the number of independent 
dosed loops is again reduced by the number of simple reggeon 
windows and hence Y * B - W as before. Thus (5.1) becomes 
the general formula for the meson Bector. 
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In the baryon sector an analogous formula can be obtained, 
provided the number x of baryon closed loops Is equal to zero. 

Consider first a product of two ordered amplitudes. Each 
of the ordered amplitudes is represented by a necklace graph. Each 
reggeon that Is incident upon the necklace la represented by a 
tree graph that can be cut out of the necklace graph by a circle. 
A reggeon la incident upon an ordered amplitude! or upon the 
necklace graph that represents It, if and only if the complement in 
the necklace graph of the tree graph associated with the reggeon 
is connected. This property stems from the connection of the 
ordered amplitudes to the ordered Hilbert space. 

Originally there is some set of reggeons exchanged 
between the ordered amplitudea. Two of these reggeons are adjacent 
only if at each end the two circles that define the two tree graphs 
corresponding to the two exchanged reggeons can be enlarged, by 
including some lines of the necklace graph that run between them, 
into a single elrale that defines a new reggoon that is incident upon 
the neoklace graph. The new reggeons formed in this way at the two 
ends must be the same reggeon. That la, they oust be associated with 
the same tree graph F. In this case the two original exchanged 
reggeons ere said to be adjacent, and they can be fused together to 
make the new reggeon with tree graph F. 
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An important feature of the situation in the baryon sector 
Is illustrated In Flgo. 43 and 44. In Fig. 43 two baryon tubes 
connect the necklace graphs that represent the two ordered amplitudes. 
If a fusion of these two tubes la attempted on the left-hand-aide 
then the tree graph for the fused reggeon would be the tree graph 
F 2 with two vertices and five lines. If fusion is attempted on 
the right-hand-side then the tree graph for the fused reggeon would 
be the tree graph F 0 with sera vertices and one line. These 
two tree graphs are not the sine, and hence the two exchanged 
' reggeons cannot be fused into a single exchanged reggeon. 

The difference between tree diagrams corresponding to 
the fused reggeons on the right and left arises from the Incidence 
requireaent. This incidence requirement Is stated without reference 
to the dotted lines. However! Its effect is to deaand that two 
reggeons can he fused only If their connections via dotted lines 
Is theuaos on U;c rliflit- and left-hand sides. That Is, if two 
reggeons^are to be fused, then any pair of junction lines tost 
runs between, the two neoklaoe graphs nuat be Joined together either 
at both ends or at neither end by the dotted lines that can be 
added.(unanblguously) to the.two necklace graphs. If the connections 
via datted lines is different at the two ends then the tree .dlagraos 
at the two ends will not aateh, and the two reggeona cannot be 
fused into a-single one. 
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The expression for y when bBiyona are present, but no 
uaryon olosed loops are present ( 1 « 0 ] Is 

(5.7) Y • 6 -W , 

there 3 is the Betti nuober of the graph C described in 
the preceding paper and W is again the number of simple windows. 
However, the interior face-lines of tadpole diagram of the type 
shown in Fig. 45 should not be counted as staple windows because 
the associated reggeon loop cannot be contracted out, for the reasons 
described in the preceding paragraph. 

An exanple is given in fig. 46 and 47. The graph 0 
associated with the Joined surface 9 indicated in Pig. 45 has 
three components. One has no olosed loop, the second has one eloaed 
loop, and the third has two closed loops. The Joining of these 
surfaces produces no additional closed loops. The graph his no 
simple windows, hence ( .7) gives v « 3. This agrees with the fast 
that it has four connecting tubes, none of which are adjacent: 
y » t - 1 » J. ' 
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7. Conclufliona 

The ataaa tot ccopatiblHty irlth the basic properties of 
the ordered S-aattix approach to the topological expansion leads to 
a classification of ajpUttttes in terns of the set of naabers iy,6,l'), 
where Y i s the aininun nuteber of reggeea closed loops in the sur-

, + » * * * ami k.U-'T-jM 
face that represents the aaplitaae/ and t la the nuneer oî fcsryon 

closed loops. Each reggeon of the theory la characterized by a 
tree graph, each vertex of which Joins exactly three Unas, the 
three simplest, tree graphs of this ami ere the single line that 
represents a asson-type reggeon, a tree of Y shape that represents 
a baryon-type reggeon, and a tree of X shape that represents 
a baryoniua-type reggeon. In the lowest order (y » i • i'= 0) t e n 
there Is no coupling between reggeone of different types, and 
hence bsryoniun cannot decay Into nescns> etc. 

The vertices at which several reggeons meet are represented 
by necklace graphs, and a set of reggeons can he incident on a 
vertex only if the various tree graphs corresponding to the reggeons 
fit together to form the necklace graph. Moreover, the complement 
in.the necklace graph of toe tree graph corresponding to any 
reggeon incident upon it oust be a connected graph. 
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS 

Fig. 1: Diagrammatic representation of a typical ring amplitude 

with the physical particles represented as wiggly l ines. 

The letter R stands for ring. 

Fig. 2: Diagram showing a Landau diagram that corresponds to a 

singularity of the ring amplitude of Big. 1. The wiggly 

lines represent physieal particles. The solid circle 

merely defines the ring upon which the external lines meet 

the Internal lines of the landau diagram. 

Fig. 3: Diagrammatic representation of a typical product of 

four ring amplitudes. The wiggle lines represent 

particle connections. For each such connection there 

la the umial mass-shell integration over the common 

momentum energy vector p, carried by that l ine , and a 

sum over u, . A sum over particle-types t j could also 

be Included in this sum. 

Fig. 4: A graphical representation of Fig. 4. Each ordered 

amplitude (ring amplitude) i s represented by a vertex with 

lines representing particles entering in the specified 

cyclio order. 

Fig. 5: The graph of Fig. 4 with a dotted "face line". This 

face line indicates the boundary of a single face of 

S - 0 If 0 i s imbedded on S with each vertex locally 
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lAedded on S In a way such that the Unas enter the 
vertex In the prescribed eyolio order. 

Fig. 6: Representation of the planar amplitude aa a sum of ring 
amplitude*.', The sum la over all different cyclic or'derlngs 
of the lines around the ring. 

Fig. 7: Discontinuity formula for ring amplitude H(i,J;k,t) 
across a two-particle cut associated with particles m 
and n. The superscripts 1 and 2 Indicate the appro
priate sheets. 

Fig. 8: The discontinuity formula for the physical scattering 
function S (1,2;3,4). The plus sign Indicates the physical 
the physical sheet. The letter 1 Indicates the sheet 
reached from the physical sheet ty going counter clockwise 
around the (n,n) threshold. The two sheets specified by 
the superscripts en R and Jt are defined In the sane 
way. 

Fig. 9: The planar part of the discontinuity formula.represented 
in Fig. 8. If one substitutes Fig. 6 Into Fig. 9, then 
on the left-hand-aide four term will contribute. These 
are the first four terms of Fig, 6. The last two terms 
do not have the (1,3) * (3,4) discontinuity. 

Fig. 10: Substitution of Fig. 6 into the right-hand-side of Fig, 9 
gives terns of various topologies, seen of which are 
shown in this Figure. Host ccnfclnatlons have h • 0, b » 2. 
Only four have h • 0, b = 1. These four are equal, term 
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hy term, to the four surviving terms on the left-hand-aide 
of Fig. 9 by virtue of the relations represented In Fig. 7, 
which originate In the ordered Hllbert apaee unltarity. 

Fig. 11: A typical oomponent of a surface associated with a planar 
(h = 0, 6 = 0 ) or ordered amplitude. All lines are 
directed in the same way around the periphery. A vertex 
with a solid (quark) line on each side represents a meson. 
A vertex with a solid line coning In and a dotted line 
going out represents (one third of) a baryon. A vertex 
with a dotted line going in and a solid line going out 
represents (one third of) an antlbaryon. The baryon and 
antlbaryon linked by a dotted line are called a "linked 
pair." Vertices with dotted lines coming In and going out 
do not occur. 

Fig. 12: The component shown In Fig. 11, hut with the mesons now 
represented by pairs of oppositely directed quark I I M B . 

Fig. 13: lbs component shown In Fig. 11, hut with the particles now 
shown as wlggly lines. 

Fig. U : Three separate components (separate surfaces) come together 
at each dotted line. 

Fig. 15: The tree diagram property of any surface that corresponds to 
an ordered'amplitude ensures that the graph that lies at 
the*Interface of any cutting of the diagram Into two 
connected parts is a tree graph. Each line corresponds 
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to a out through a component. Each vertex corresponds to 

a cut through a dotted (Junction) line. Thus three lines 

meet at each vertex of any Interface tree graph. 

Fig. 16: A simple surface that corresponds to an ordered amplitude. 

Fig. 17: A graph with dotted lines that corresponds to the surface 

of Fig. 16. 

Fig. 18: A graph without dotted lines that corresponds to the 

graph of Fig. 17. 

Fig. 19: A typical graph (with dotted llnea) that corresponds to 

an ordered amplitude. 

Fig. 20: Replacement of a l ine segment by a ccablnatlon of two 

solid line segments and.a dotted line segment. 

Fig. 21: Ttro identical interface tree diagrams. 

Fig. 22: A typical amplitude graph, with a dotted line showing 

a separation Into two connected parts. 

Fig. 23: The amplitude graph of Fig. 22 with the dotted (baryon) 

lines added, and with the out into two connected parts 

shown. .,.,:. 

Fig. 24: The interface graph F, corresponding t o the separation 

shown in Fig. 23. 

Fig. 25: The state graph corresponding to the state |F, 

associated with the right-hand-side of Fig. 23. 
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Fig, 26: The state graph corresponding to the state |FjO°uV 
associated with the left-hand-side of Fig. 23. 

Fig. 27: A typical "product" of tiro ordered amplitude graphs 0^ 
and Gj. The wavy lines connect the associated pairs of 
particles in 0, and G-. These associated pairs are 
the pairs that are situated and Integrated over the mass 
shell In the functional form of the product. 

t i Fig. 28: The strueturas of the subgraphs 0. and G, associated 
with the sets of partioles a, b, and c are displayed. 
Thaee subgraphs are the parts of Gj and G, that 
contain a, b, and a, and no other vertices, and that 
can be defined bj separations of GL and 0,, re
spectively, Into two connected parts by means of 
circles. 

Fig. 29: The tube associated with the set of connecting particles 
(a,b,c) of Fig, 23. The quark lines that travel along 
the tube are the lines that enter 0. and leave G,. 

Fig. 30: M example in which there are two different ways of 
grouping the connecting partlcleB In order to get the 
minimum number of tubes t • 2. 

Fig. 31: The connecting lines In Fig. 30 cannot be grouped Into a 
one set, giving t - 1, because if one draws the circle 
as In figure (a) the connectedness of the two parts of 
the graph Is not maintained, and If one draws the circle 
as In figure (b) then the graph G, Is not the mirror 

which 1 B shown In (c). 
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Fig. 32: Three equivalent quark graphs. The basic quart graphs 

are necklace graphB that can he imbedded on a sphere. 

Their presentation as graphs on a plane depends 

on the way that the sphere Is projected onto the.plane. 

Fig. 33: The three components that meet at a dotted line are 

drawn in a planar presentation (a). In this presentation 

none of the solid or dotted lines cross. In the nonplanar 

presentation (b) some of the llneB cross. The planar 

presentation imposes a certain connection between the 

cyclic orderlnga of the lines at v and ?. 

Fig. 34: The continuation of quark lines through the dotted lines 

is indicated. Incoming quark line 1 Is connected to 

outgoing quark line 1, etc. 

Fig. 39: A typical Landau diagram that can be imbedded In the 

component shown in Fig. 11, the solid lines are from 

Fig. 11. The wlggly lines are the linen of the landau 

diagram. They correspond to physical particles. 

Fig. 36: A diagram in which there Is a pair of adjacent reggeons. 

They are separated by a simple window in the refeon 

diagram. This window is removed when the two adjacent 

reggeonB are fuBed into one. In this diagram 6 = 3 , 

W » 1, and > = 2 . 

Fig. 37: A diagram that hae the aane number of bandies h and 

boundaries b as the diagram of Fig. 36, but has 6 = 3, 

W = 0, and Y ° 3. 
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Flg. 38: Quark line diagram representation of the dlagran of Fig. 
36. The staple winds* in the reggeon diagram of Fig. 36 
corresponds to a, alalia window In the quark line dlagraa. 

Fig. 39: Quark line dlagran repnaentlng tha dlagran of Fig. 37. 
There la a window, but It is sot a sisple window. The 
nonslaple window does not correspond to s pair of ad
jacent reggeons that can be fused. 

Fig. 40: A dlagraa corresponding to a product of four ordered 
saplltudes. The dlagraa has one slnpl* window. If 
it is_contracted cut then one obtains e Y * 0 diagram. 

Fig. 41: A diagram corresponding to a product of six ordered 
amplitudes. It has two alaple windows. If they are 
contracted out then one obtains a y » 0 dlagraa. 

Fig. 42: Each sisplereggeon window la replaced by s reggeon 
.,, star .graph...,. 

Fig. 43: Wagrae representing two basic graphs connected by two 
tubes. The Joining of quark lines along the tubes is 
taken to be the one that can be drawn on the plans. 

Fig. 44: Diagram illustrating why the two tubes cannot be 
contracted Into a single tune. The contractions 
at the two ends give different Interface tree diagram. 

Fig. 4$: A regge tadpole dlagrsa. The Interior face-line Is not 
a simple window because It osnnot be contracted out 
for the reason Illustrated In Fig. 44. The reggeon 
going around the loop has, when represented by a surface, 
one solid (quark) line end one dotted (Inner) line. 
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Flg. 46: A flurfaee irtth f = 3. 

Fig. 47: Set of three reggeon graphs corresponding to three 

oooponents of the surfuw shorn in Fig. 46. 
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